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Abstract—Erasure coding is widely used in the distributed storage systems due to its significant storage efficiency compared with
replication at the same fault tolerance level. However, erasure
coding introduces high cross-rack traffic since (1) repairing a
single failed data block needs to read other available blocks from
multiple nodes and (2) updating a data block triggers parity
updates for all parity blocks. In order to alleviate the impact of
these traffic on the performance of erasure coding, many works
concentrate on designing new transmission schemes to increase
bandwidth utilization among multiple storage nodes but they
don’t actually reduce network traffic.
With the emergence of programmable network devices, the
concept of in-network computation has been proposed. The key
idea is to offload compute operations onto intermediate network
devices. Inspired by this idea, we propose XORInc, a framework
that utilizes programmable network devices to XOR data flows
from multiple storage nodes so that XORInc can effectively
reduce network traffic (especially the cross-rack traffic) and
eliminate network bottleneck. Under XORInc, we design two
new transmission schemes, NetRepair and NetUpdate, to optimize
the repair and update operations, respectively. We implement
XORInc based on HDFS-RAID and SDN to simulate an innetwork computation framework. Experiments on a local testbed
show that NetRepair reduces the repair time to almost the same
as the normal read time and reduces the network traffic by up to
41%, meanwhile, NetUpdate reduces the update time and traffic
by up to 74% and 30%, respectively.
Index Terms—erasure coding, in-network computation, repair,
update

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern distributed storage systems that manage large-scale
data are constantly facing the risk of data loss, which can be
caused by frequent hardware and software failures [1–4]. A
common way to improve data reliability is data redundancy
[5–8]. Replication, a traditional redundancy scheme, is a way
that locates copies of each data block in different storage
nodes, which can ensure high system reliability [1, 9]. When
a data block is unavailable, the repair operation only needs to
read the same size of data from another available copy. However, since data volume has been expanded to an incredible
scale [1, 7, 9, 10], the dramatic storage cost of replication

(normally three replicas) has motivated an increasing number
of distributed storage systems to use erasure coding, due to
its significantly lower storage overhead. For example, the
classical Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [11] are deployed in
Google ColossusFS [5], HDFS-RAID (also known as HDFS in
Facebook) [6] and QFS [8]; the recent Local Reconstruction
Codes (LRC) are deployed in Azure [7]. Generally, erasure
coding takes a fixed number of data blocks as an input and
then encodes them into a fixed number of parity blocks. The
data blocks and the related parity blocks form a stripe and a
sufficient number of available blocks can repair all lost blocks
in the same stripe.
However, compared with replication, erasure coding introduces additional overhead during the repair and update
operations. For repair operations (e.g. degraded read and
reconstruction job), repairing an unavailable block requires
reading multiple data and parity blocks within the same stripe,
which results in a significant increase in network traffic.
Moreover, these data flows from multiple storage nodes are
aggregated at the downlink of a client or reconstruction node,
causing a network bottleneck and increasing the repair time.
Alongside this, the increasing traffic also has a bad effect
on the performance of other applications in the system [3].
Besides repair operations, update operations also become
more common in many real-world storage systems [12–15].
Whereas updating a data block requires updating all other
parity blocks in remote nodes, as a result, introducing multiple
network traffic and increasing the update time. On the other
hand, the inconsistent time of data and parity blocks is
determined by the completion time of the update operation.
Once the system encounters node failures during the update
operation, it will have a great influence on system reliability
and even cause permanent data loss.
As a result, optimizing the repair and update operations of
erasure coding have received significant attention [3, 7, 14, 16–
29]. A general solution is to design new erasure codes that
can reduce the amount of repair and update traffic [7, 16–
21]. These codes trade off among system reliability, network

overhead, storage overhead, and computational complexity.
Another choice is to design a fast transmission path that fully
utilizes the network bandwidth among storage nodes, so as
to alleviate the pressure of the bottleneck link [24–27]. For
example, the state-of-the-art repair technique called repair
pipelining [27] pipelines the repair of a block in small-size
units across storage nodes. Compared with the conventional
star-structured transmission path, repair pipelining presents
a chain-structured repair scheme that each node sends data
to the next in order. In this way, the bandwidth of each
node is fully utilized and the repair time of a failed block
is close to the read time of a normal block. Similarly, TUpdate [24], a tree-structured update scheme with the topdown transmission is presented to improve update efficiency.
However, these optimizations eliminate the network bottleneck
merely by spreading traffic to other links, rather than reduce
the network traffic in the system. On the other hand, in modern
data centers, for better system reliability, blocks on the same
stripe are usually distributed to multiple racks. Some studies
[2, 7, 10, 16] even adopt flat placement, in which blocks
are distributed across distinct racks to maximize the tolerance
against rack failures. Therefore, the network traffic distributed
to other links is often cross-rack traffic. Unfortunately, the
cross-rack bandwidth is often oversubscribed and much more
limited than the inner-rack bandwidth [30, 31]. So, how to
improve the performance of erasure coding and practically
reduce the network traffic at the same time becomes our major
concern.
At present, the optimization of erasure coding basically
can’t avoid such end-to-end network transmission (from multiple nodes to one node or vice versa). So, their reduction of
network traffic is very limited. The recent researches [32–34],
which use programmable network devices to optimize other
distributed applications, enlighten us to take the advantage
of in-network computation to optimize erasure coding. Innetwork computation is driven by software-defined networking
(SDN) [35] and the rapid development of programmable
network devices (e.g. programmable switches [36, 37] and
network accelerators [38, 39]). SDN emphasizes the separation
of control plane and data plane of network devices. The
network devices, which are required to be programmable to
support user-defined computing functions, are managed by
the centralized controller. In the repair and update operations,
if the network device performs computation on transmitted
data, it only needs to forward the intermediate results without
transmitting a large amount of raw data, leading to less
network traffic. Limited by the hardware resources of current
switches, there are two different ways to implement in-network
computation. (1) Only programmable switches are used to
perform computing tasks with low computational complexity
and low storage overhead [32]. (2) Combining programmable
switches and network accelerators to handle more complex
computing tasks [33, 34], where programmable switches
are responsible for parsing application-specific header and
customizing forwarding strategies, and network accelerators
perform computations with a low-power multi-core processor.

In this paper, we present XORInc, an in-network computation framework that uses network devices to XOR the
relevant data flows from multiple nodes and generate new
packets to forward. In XORInc, the computing function that
programmable network devices need to support is just XOR,
which has a very small computational overhead. In addition,
XORInc has fewer storage requirements for network devices. It
only needs to temporarily buffer a small number of packets and
the storage space can be reclaimed when the computation is
completed. Therefore, only the programmable switch is needed
to support XORInc. But considering overload in some scenarios, we can also adopt another implementation that combines
the programmable switch and the network accelerator. In this
way, the pressure of computation and storage is transferred to
the network accelerators. In summary, we make the following
contributions.
• We propose XORInc, a specific implementation of innetwork computation that reduces network traffic by
offloading the XOR operations from the end to the
programmable switches.
• We implement a prototype of XORInc with HDFS-RAID
[6] and SDN. Applying XORInc to the repair and update
operations of erasure coding, we implement a new repair
scheme NetRepair and a new update scheme NetUpdate.
• We design different scheduling strategies to select appropriate network devices to perform computing tasks for
NetRepair and NetUpdate respectively, so as to avoid
overloading some network devices and affecting their
basic packet forwarding functions.
• We perform an evaluation by simulating a programmable
switch. The results show that in the repair operation,
NetRepair can achieve the optimal repair time of a lost
data block, which is close to the read time of a normal
block. Compared with the conventional repair scheme
and repair pipelining, it reduces cross-rack traffic by up
to 41%. In addition, in the update operation, NetUpdate
also outperforms the conventional star-structured update
schemes. It reduces the update time and cross-rack traffic
by up to 74% and 30%, respectively.
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
A. Principle of Erasure Coding
Erasure coding typically has two configurable integer parameters n and k (where k < n). In an erasure-coded distributed
storage system that manages large-scale datasets, a source file
is divided into multiple fixed-size blocks, which are called
data blocks. We consider erasure codes that are systematic
code which means raw data remains after encoding. So, every k
data blocks (denoted by d1 , · · · , dk ) are encoded into n blocks
(denoted by d1 , · · · , dk , p1 , · · · , pr , where r = n − k) which
consist of k original data blocks and r parity blocks. These n
blocks are grouped as a stripe and distributed to n different
storage nodes to maximize system reliability. For erasure codes
that are maximum distance separable (MDS), such as prevalent
RS codes, they can tolerate up to r node failures since any k

blocks of the same stripe can be decoded to original k data
blocks. Other common erasure codes, such as LRC codes,
sacrifice some reliability in order to improve single fault repair
performance. Compared with RS codes, LRC codes require
more storage redundancy to achieve r-fault tolerance.
An erasure-coded storage system includes a plurality of
independent stripes. For a stripe, any data block (denoted
by d∗ ) in it can be represented by a linear combination of
any other k blocks (denoted by b1 , · · · , bk ) as (1), where αi ’s
(1 ≤ i ≤ k) are the coefficients depending on the decoding
matrix. According to (1), it can be known that repairing any
lost data block requires acquiring data of other k available
blocks for decoding. In addition, a parity block (denote by
pi ) could be computed from a linear combination of k data
blocks as (2), where βi,j ’s are the coefficient depending on
encoding matrix. For the update operation, Equation (2) shows
that any modification of the data blocks will result in an
update of all the parity blocks. It is also worth noting that
all additions and multiplications of the erasure coding are
based on the Galois Field, where an addition is equivalent
to XOR, and a multiplication is an operation with relatively
large computational overhead. In the following description, we
simply refer to addition as XOR.
d∗ =

k
X

αi bi

(1)

βi,j dj , 1 ≤ i ≤ r

(2)

i=1

pi =

k
X
j=1

B. Repair Operation
In erasure-coded storage systems, repair operations occur in
a degraded read or a reconstruction job. When a client reads an
unavailable data block, it will receive an exception reply and
trigger a degraded read, where the client temporarily decodes
the data block by retrieving k available blocks within the same
stripe from other nodes. Obviously, the read to the unavailable
block is degraded due to multiple network transmission and
decoding operations. On the other hand, a reconstruction job
is mainly launched to repair a disk failure. The job executes
parallel repair of several lost blocks and permanently store
them on other live nodes. Considering that the reconstruction
of a single block is similar to a degraded read, we will only
discuss the degraded read in this paper.
In order to explain the degraded read in a concise manner,
we choose RS (5, 3) code as an example. Assume that the data
blocks d1 , d2 , d3 and parity blocks p1 , p2 form a stripe and
are stored on the data nodes D1 , D2 , D3 and the parity nodes
P1 , P2 , respectively. Fig. 1(a) shows the conventional repair,
where a client C triggers a degraded read to repair the lost data
block d1 by fetching three other available blocks d2 , d3 , p1
stored in nodes D2 , D3 , P1 . Instead of disk I/O and decoding
operations, network traffic is considered to be a major factor
affecting the repair performance of erasure coding because
bandwidth resources are always scarce in distributed systems
[26–28]. Thus, during the repair operation, traffic from these
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Fig. 1: Examples of conventional repair and repair pipelining
with RS (5, 3) code.

three nodes congest the downlink of the client, forming the
network bottleneck and increasing the repair time of degraded
read.
The drawback of the conventional repair is that all data
is transmitted to one node for decoding, resulting in a single
link overload. Equation (1) shows that the repair operation of a
single block can be decomposed into several XOR operations,
so the idea is that if these XOR operations are spread over
multiple nodes instead of a single node. In this way, the
network traffic is dispersed, so that the network bottleneck is
eliminated. Both PPR [26] and repair pipelining [27] use this
idea to optimize the transmission path. The performance comparison between PPR and repair pipelining has been described
in the literature (see survey [27]), so we only discuss the repair
pipelining, which has better performance. With RS (5, 3) code,
Equation (1) can be simplified to d1 = a1 d2 + a2 d3 + a3 p1 .
Fig. 1(b) shows how the repair pipelining repairs d1 in the
client C. First, the data node D2 reads data from the local
disk to compute a1 d2 and send it to the next data node D3 .
Then the node combines the received a1 d2 and its locally
stored block d3 to obtain a1 d2 + a2 d3 and continues to send
it forward. Because the data of a1 d2 and a2 d3 are XORed
on the node D3 , the amount of data sent forward is only one
block-size. When the parity node P1 receives the computation
result of a1 D2 + a2 D3 , the lost data block d1 is obtained
by a1 d2 + a2 d3 + a3 p1 . Finally, it is sent to the client C
and the network traffic traversing the downlink of the client
is only the data of block d1 . In order to improve efficiency,
repair pipelining decomposes a block into a set of fixed-size
units to perform the operations mentioned above so that the
entire transmission process is fully pipelined. Compared with
the conventional repair, repair pipelining reduces the network
traffic of the bottleneck link from the original three block size
to one block size by making full use of the network bandwidth
across multiple nodes. Ultimately the performance of degraded
read is close to the normal read.
C. Update Operation
Erasure coding guarantees high system reliability by storing
parity blocks, so when the data block is modified, the parity
blocks in the same stripe also need to be updated to maintain
consistency. According to (2) and addition associativity of
erasure coding, when a data block dj is updated to d0j , the
corresponding parity blocks pi are updated into p0i as follows:
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Fig. 2: Delta-based update scheme and T-Update with generalized RS(n, k) code.

p0i = pi + βi,j (d0j − dj ), 1 ≤ i ≤ r

(3)

The difference between the original data block dj and the
updated block d0j is defined as delta. We use the symbol δ
to present the delta and it can be obtained by δ = d0j − dj .
As is shown in (3), while updating all parity blocks, only
the delta δ along with the original parity block pi is required
to complete the update. This update scheme is called deltabased update scheme. In a delta-based update scheme (see
Fig. 2(a)), when the data node D1 receives a write request,
it first reads the modified data of block d1 is to obtain the δ.
Then the node updates data block d1 into a new data block
d01 and sends the δ to all parity nodes Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ r). Finally,
each parity node completes the update with (3). In the update
operation, the uplink of the data node D1 becomes the network
bottleneck since the node is responsible for transmitting the
delta to all parity nodes. Moreover, as the number of parity
blocks increases, the load on the uplink becomes heavier.
In order to eliminate the network bottleneck and improve
update efficiency, T-Update [24] proposes a tree-structured
update scheme, which constructs an update tree with a data
node as the root and r parity nodes as children. Fig. 2(b)
illustrates how the scheme completes the update. In the update
tree, the root node (a data node storing updated data block di )
is responsible for computing the delta, updating data block di
to d0i , and forwarding the δ to its direct children nodes (a part
of parity nodes). This updating and forwarding process repeat
until the δ reaches leaf nodes from top to bottom. In the TUpdate, the parity node is not only responsible for receiving
delta to complete the update but also needs to perform some
data transmission tasks. On the contrary, the data node only
needs to transmit delta to a small part of parity nodes, thereby
reducing the network traffic of the uplink and improving the
update performance.
D. Motivation
No matter whether it is a repair operation or an update
operation, there is a common problem that the bandwidth
usage distribution is highly skewed: a large amount of network
traffic is aggregated on the downlink of the client and the
uplink of the data node. Repair pipelining and T-Update
respectively propose a chain-structured transmission path and

a tree-structured transmission path to eliminate network bottlenecks and improve the performance of erasure coding.
These optimized transmission paths essentially only move the
network traffic from the bottleneck to other links, but the
amount of traffic in the system is not actually reduced. What’s
worse, the network traffic produced by erasure coding is
almost cross-rack traffic, and the cross-rack bandwidth shared
by various types of workloads is typically limited [3, 30, 31].
Moreover, with the rapid development of storage devices (e.g.,
NVMe SSD and Optane SSD reduce the average latency to less
than 100 microseconds and less than 10 microseconds respectively [40]), network latency becomes a major performance
bottleneck for distributed applications. Thus, it is necessary
to effectively reduce cross-rack traffic, but it has not received
much attention in previous works.
In addition, in the delta-based update scheme, the uplink of
the data node is a network bottleneck, which needs to transmit
r delta. In T-Update, each non-leaf node only needs to send
m(1 ≤ m ≤ r) delta to its children nodes. In other words,
although T-Update eliminates the network bottleneck of the
uplink, the update time is still bottlenecked by the link with
the most update traffic. This motivates us to design a new
update scheme, enabling the update traffic on each link is only
one delta.
Therefore, we apply in-network computation to erasure coding by offloading XOR operations to programmable network
devices. In this way, not only the performance of repair and
update operations is improved but also the network traffic in
the system is reduced.
III. S YSTEM D ESIGN
In this section, we first describe how the function of innetwork computation is integrated into erasure-coded storage
system. Then we discuss how to utilize in-network computation to eliminate network bottleneck in the repair and update
operations of erasure coding.
A. In-network Computation in HDFS-RAID
In our design, the entire system mainly consists of two
components (see Fig. 3): HDFS-RAID and SDN Network.
HDFS-RAID is a distributed storage system that implements
an erasure coding storage scheme on top of the Hadoop
distributed file system (HDFS). On the storage nodes, there
are three daemons running: NameNode managing metadata
information, DataNode storing the data and the RaidNode
managing all functions of erasure coding. Storage nodes
communicate with clients through the network. Based on the
idea of SDN, a network is divided into two parts: the network
core and the SDN controller. The network core is usually a
layered network from Top of Rack (TOR) switches at the
bottom to core switches at the top. All switches are managed
by a centralized SDN controller, which communicates with the
switches to obtain network and device information.
In HDFS-RAID, files are encoded and stored in units of
blocks. The DataNode storing the data block and the parity
block are respectively referred to as the data node and parity
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node, and a DataNode can be both a data node and parity
node. All information about erasure coding is managed by
RaidNode. In the degraded read and the update operation, the
client accesses RaidNode to obtain stripe information.
In addition to maintaining the communication between
nodes, the network core also supports XOR operations during
the period of repair and update, which makes traffic merge in
the network and reduces the amount of data forwarded. But
two problems remain to be solved when offloading computation to the network. First, which link is most optimal for
effective data transmission between multiple nodes; Second,
which switch along the path is suitable for performing XOR
operations.
We extend the function of the SDN controller to solve
the above problems. Benefiting from the global visibility on
the control plane, controllers can easily obtain the network
topology, and accurately make a judgment as to which path is
the shortest and which switch is the best candidate. Therefore,
when a client initiates a degraded read or an update operation,
it first obtains this information by sending an HTTP request to
the controller. The controller maintains a state for each switch,
which indicates the number of repair tasks that the switch
is currently responsible for. When the controller receives the
request from the client, it takes the path length and load of
switches into account to select the transmission path and the
switch for computation. At the same time, it updates the state,
organizes the results in a tree structure and returns them to
the client. In the following description, we refer to this tree
structure as a connection tree. After receiving the connection
tree, the client sends a request to the corresponding node.
When the degraded read or update operation is completed,
the client sends a signal to the controller to update the state
again for the next decision.
B. NetRepair
Repair pipelining makes full use of the bandwidth resources
across storage nodes to eliminate the network bottleneck of
conventional repair scheme. It allows network traffic to be
evenly distributed across each link, and ultimately in a homogeneous network environment where all links have the same
bandwidth, the repair overhead of a lost block can be close to

the read time of a normal block. However, the repair pipelining
only distributes the traffic from the bottleneck link to other
links that means it does not reduce the amount of network
traffic generated by the degraded read. These network traffic
still occupies the bandwidth resources, especially the scarce
cross-rack bandwidth, which will affect other applications
running in the system. Thus, we propose NetRepair, which
decomposes the decoding operations of the erasure coding
like the repair pipelining, but it chooses to perform the XOR
operations at the network instead of the idle node. NetRepair is
designed to achieve two goals: (1) to reduce the repair time of
a lost block to near the read time of a normal block as well as
repair pipelining (2) to reduce cross-rack traffic in the system
compared with repair pipelining. In this paper, we use the RS
code as an example to illustrate the effectiveness of NetRepair,
but in fact, our scheme can be applied to any erasure code that
satisfies the linearity and addition associativity.
First, in a simple network topology with only one switch as
shown in Fig. 4, we analyze how NetRepair repairs a single
block in a degraded read. In order not to lose generality,
we consider deploying the RS(n, k) code in the system, and
now we need to repair the lost data block b∗ by retrieving
the k available blocks (denoted by b1 , b2 , · · · , bk ) within the
same stripe. These blocks are distributed among k storage
nodes (denoted by B1 , B2 , · · · , Bk ) which are located in
different racks to maximize system reliability. To simplify
our description, we assume that there are no switches other
than the link intersection. In the following, we all follow
this assumption unless otherwise stated. According to (1),
the decoding operation can be decomposed into addition and
multiplication. The k nodes first complete the multiplication
operation locally to obtain αi bi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) and sends it to the
switch. The switch completes a1 b1 + a2 b2 + · · · + ak bk and
send the result b∗ to the client. Because the switch combines
data from k different links before forwarding, the traffic on
each link has only one block size. Therefore, there is no
bottleneck link. In order to improve transmission efficiency,
NetRepair, as repair pipelining does, decomposes the repair
of one block into the repair of a set of small fixed-size units
to pipeline the entire transmission process, and ultimately the
overall repair performance depends on the slowest link. Thus,
in a homogeneous network environment, NetRpair can achieve
the repair overhead of a lost block closely to the read time of
a normal block.
We further analyze the cross-rack traffic generated by Ne-

tRepair and repair pipelining when repairing a single data
block. To simplify discussion, we assume that the switch is
denoted as S and the control information in the repair process
is ignored. In the repair pipelining, the entire transmission
process can be denoted as B1 → S → B2 → S →
· · · → S → Bk → S → C. Except for the node B1
and the client, the remaining k − 1 nodes not only need to
receive data but also send data. Therefore, the transmission
process will generate (k − 1) ∗ 2 + 2 = 2k block size crossrack traffic. However, for NetRpair, the transmission process
can be simplified to {B1 , B2 , · · · , Bk } → S → C, where
{B1 , B2 , · · · , Bk } → S means that k nodes transmit data to
the switch concurrently through different links. In the whole
process, the data transmitted on each link is one block size,
so the k + 1 block size cross-rack traffic is finally generated.
Compared with repair pipelining, NetRepair reduces crossrack traffic by half. On the one hand, in practical distributed
storage systems that manage large-scale datasets typically
divide files into large-size blocks, such as 128 MB or even
larger. On the other hand, the choice of parameter k will be
a trade-off between system reliability and storage overhead.
Common configurations are k = 12 in Azure and k = 10 in
Facebook. In summary, NetRepair can bring significant traffic
reduction when repairing a lost data block.
We next consider a more complex network topology. The
datacenter network is usually a hierarchical topology, from
the lowest TOR switch to the uppermost core switch, the
number of switches decreases layer by layer. To simplify
the discussion, we abstract the network topology: switches in
the same layer are logically considered to be in a horizontal
direction, and switches in different layers are considered to
be in a vertical direction. Extend the network with only one
switch: (1) Regardless of repair pipelining or NetRepair, if a
switch (denoted as S2 ) is added in the horizontal direction,
the transmission process increases the link of S → S2 , so the
traffic will increase by a block size. (2) If a switch (denoted as
S3 ) is added in the vertical direction, assuming that the added
switch is located between B2 and S, then the transmission
path of the repair pipelining will change from S → B2 → S
to S → S3 → B2 → S3 → S, and the transmission path
of NetRepair will change from B2 → S to B2 → S3 → S.
That is, for every switch added in the vertical direction, the
traffic of repair pipelining will increase by two block sizes,
and the traffic of NetRepair will increase by one block size. To
generalize our traffic model, when there are h switches in the
horizontal direction and v switches in the vertical direction,
the traffic generated by repair pipelining and NetRepair is
2k+h−1+2v = 2(k+v)+h−1 and k+1+h−1+v = k+v+h
block size, respectively. It can be seen that when the network
topology is complex, NetRepair still generates less network
traffic than repair pipelining. In addition, in extreme cases,
a node is far away from other nodes, causing the value
of h to be much larger than k. At this time, the network
traffic mainly comes from the horizontal forwarding between
switches, but the performance of NetRepair is no worse than
Repair pipelining in the worst case. However, this situation is

relatively rare. Because we can deploy blocks on some more
centralized racks, or try to select k blocks that are close to
each other to repair a lost data. Therefore, in most scenarios,
NetRepair can achieve the desired goal.
In the design of NetRepair, the most critical part is using
switches to perform XORs over packets from multiple nodes.
In order to achieve this function, we need to answer the
following questions:
What conditions should be satisfied when a switch is
chosen to perform XORs? (1) At least two data flows from
different nodes are aggregated on the switch; (2) The switch
has sufficient storage and computational resources to perform
XORs. In other words, a switch should not be responsible for
too many computing tasks.
Is there a switch that satisfy the conditions? This question
can be transformed into another equivalent question: Will
data flows from different nodes necessarily aggregate on a
switch? Today’s datacenter networks have a clear advantage
in achieving flow aggregation. First, the number of aggregation
switches and core switches in the network are far less than the
number of nodes. A large amount of traffic is aggregate on
these switches, so it is common that data from different nodes
flows through the same switch. Second, in order to ensure
the high availability of the network, the datacenter networks
offer multiple paths between storage nodes, which makes it
easy to change the data transmission path by configuring
routing policy. Finally, even if data from different nodes are
transmitted to the same target node through a completely
different path, the data will eventually converge on the TOR
switch, which directly connects the target node. As a result,
there must be an appropriate switch to perform the XOR
operations.
How to find the switch that satisfies the conditions? This
work is done by the SDN controller. When the client triggers a
degraded read, it first accesses RaidNode to retrieve the other
k available blocks on the stripe and obtain the IP addresses of
the nodes where these k blocks are located. Then the client
sends its IP address and the k nodes to the SDN controller
via an HTTP request. Because SDN controller maintains the
global network topology information, it is easy to select the
appropriate path for data transmission between nodes. In order
to avoid the excessive consumption of switch storage and
computational resources, we implement a simple scheduling
strategy in SDN controller to find relatively idle switches to
perform computing tasks. First, for the k nodes participating in
the decoding, the SDN controller finds the x shortest path from
each node to the client based on the number of network hops. It
is common that there are multiple shortest paths between nodes
in the datacenter network. But there are also some nodes that
cannot find the k shortest paths. We use Pi to represent the set
of shortest paths from the i-th (1 ≤ i ≤ k) node to the client.
There are k such sets. Then we select a path from each set, and
the selected k shortest paths form a transmission network of
the degraded read. Since there are k sets and up to x shortest
paths in each set, at most xk transmission networks can be
formed. Fig. 5(a) shows a transmission network with the
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RS(5, 3) code, where the intersection of the paths represents
a switch where data flows aggregated. Each transmission
network can be represented by the connection tree shown in
Fig. 5(b). When the controller obtains a transmission network,
it is also necessary to judge whether these switches at the
intersection are busy. We define a switch is busy when the
number of degraded reads dealt by the switch reaches a
predefined threshold, otherwise, it is free. If all switches at
the intersection are free, data from k different nodes can be
transmitted according to the transmission network and XOR
operations can be performed on these switches. But once a
switch is busy, we need to reselect the transmission network
until it meets the criterion. If the SDN controller fails to find
an appropriate transmission network, NetRepair will abandon
computing in the network and put compute operations back
on storage nodes. At this time, NetRepair will use the chainstructured transmission scheme in repair pipelining to repair
data.
It is worth noting that the values of x and k are usually
relatively small. The default value of x is 2, and k is usually
around 10 in production environments, so the value of xk is
not large and in most cases, the controller does not traverse
all xk transmission networks. Therefore, the main overhead of
our scheduling strategy comes from finding the shortest path
(the time complexity of finding multiple shortest paths is equal
to find one shortest path), which is one of the core functions
of the controller. The controller optimizes this function by
updating the topology information in real time and caching
the shortest path between switches. Therefore, the scheduling
strategy neither takes up too many additional resources of
the controller nor has any impact on the degraded read. In
addition, we can define more suitable algorithms for different
scenarios to select the transmission path rather than simply
based on the shortest path. On the other hand, the performance
of switches also needs to be evaluated more accurately. These
will be our future work.
C. NetUpdate
In addition to the repair operation, the update operation of
erasure coding can also be optimized by means of in-network

computation. Fig. 2(a) shows the performance bottleneck in
the update operation, which is mainly caused by a starstructured transmission scheme. T-Update proposes a treestructured transmission scheme to eliminate the bottleneck.
Its main idea is to let the parity nodes also participate in
the transmission of the delta to share the pressure on the
network transmission, which originally belongs to the data
node. Although T-Update improves the performance of the
update operation, the total network traffic does not decrease
because the traffic is only dispersed from the bottleneck
link to other links. Moreover, the performance of the update
operation still depends on the link with the most update traffic.
Therefore, we propose NetUpdate, which reduces the latency
of update operations by calculating the delta on switches. At
the same time, it utilizes the multicast function of switches to
make only one delta is transmitted on each link, which not
only eliminates the network bottleneck but also reduces the
total network traffic.
The entire process of NetUpdate is shown in Fig. 6. We
assume that the client needs to update a file on the data node
Di , the data written to the file is denoted as dnew , and the
original data before updating is denoted as dold . Moreover,
the size of data dnew is equal to dold . The client first sends
the data dnew to the switch, and at the same time sends
a signal to the data node Di . The signal is a very small
packet that carries various information such as the file path
and offset, which is used by the Di to locate where the file is
modified. After receiving the signal, Di will send dold to the
switch, which calculates the delta by δ = dnew ⊕ dold . The
deltas are then multicast to data node Di and all parity nodes.
Finally, Di completes the update by dnew = dold ⊕ δ and
parity nodes complete the update according to (3). Compared
with conventional delta-based update scheme and T-Update,
NetUpdate can achieve better performance in two aspects:
Update time: We compare the three update schemes with
the example in Fig. 7(a). Fig. 8 shows the data transmission
paths of the three update schemes. In the conventional deltabased update scheme, the data dnew sent by the client reaches
the data node D1 via the switch SW1 . After D1 receives the
data, it calculates the delta and completes the update. Then
D1 sends a delta to the parity nodes P1 , P2 , P3 , respectively.
These three deltas pass through switches SW1 , SW2 and then
are forwarded to different links by switch SW2 . Finally, parity
nodes P1 , P2 , P3 receive the delta and complete the update.
In T-Update, we assume that a tree-structured transmission

path such as D1 → P1 → {P2 , P3 } (a tree with degree 2) is
constructed. Data node D1 only needs to transmit a delta to
parity node P1 , which receives the delta and then continues to
transmit it to P2 and P3 , thus sharing the transmission pressure
of data node D1 . It should be noted that although T-Update
eliminates the network bottleneck in the delta-based update
scheme, there still is a link (P1 → SW2 ) that needs to transmit
multiple deltas. This link will become a new bottleneck, but
the transmission pressure on this link will be less than the
previous bottleneck link. In NetUpdate, dnew and the signal
are simultaneously sent by the client, while the signal is much
smaller than dnew , leading to the signal arriving at data node
D1 earlier than dnew reaching SW1 . Upon receiving the signal,
data node D1 immediately send the dold to SW1 . For the sake
of illustration, we assume that D1 does not start sending the
data dold until SW1 receives the dnew . When SW1 receives
the data and calculates the delta, the delta is forwarded in
parallel to data node D1 and switch SW2 . SW2 then continues
to forward the delta to all parity nodes. During the period of
update, NetUpdate can reduce update time in two ways. First,
NetUpdate move the XOR operations from the data node to
the switch, making the delta closer to parity nodes. Compared
with transmitting the delta from a data node, starting the
transmission from the network will go through fewer links, so
that the data encounter less network congestion and queuing.
Second, NetUpdate completely eliminates bottleneck link so
that only one delta is needed to be transmitted on each link.
In the conventional delta-based update scheme, the bottleneck
link is the uplink of the data node, because it needs to transmit
r deltas. In T-Update, the bottleneck link is the link that needs
to transmit the most deltas.
Network traffic: Fig. 8 also reflects the traffic generated
by the three update schemes in an update operation. The
delta-based update scheme generates eleven delta-sized network traffic. Moreover, for each additional bottleneck link
(D1 → SW1 and SW1 → SW2 in Fig. 8 are bottleneck
links), the traffic will increase by r delta size (r = 3 in
Fig. 8). Although T-Update reduces the traffic of the original
bottleneck link, it still generates nine delta-sized network
traffic after completing an update. This is because the reduced
traffic is actually transferred to another link (P1 → SW2 ),
which becomes a new bottleneck link. Therefore, T-Update
does not have much advantage in reducing network traffic, and
even in some topologies (such as Fig. 6) have no advantage.
But in NetUpdate, not only the bottleneck link is eliminated
but also no traffic is added on other links. So, NetUpdate really
reduces network traffic. In Fig. 8, NetUpdate generates seven
delta-sized network traffic in an update, which reduces the
network traffic by 36% and 22% compared with the deltabased update scheme and T-Update.
In the update operation, we also need to consider how
to choose the switches that perform the XOR operation.
Compared with repair operation, update operation brings less
computational load to switches. Because an update operation
requires only one switch to participate in the computation,
and the switch only needs to XOR the data from the client
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and the data node. We design another strategy for the update
operation to select the switch and prevent the switch from
being overloaded. This strategy is still performed by the SDN
controller. First, the controller finds the shortest paths from the
client to the updated data node and all parity nodes. These r+1
paths form a transmission network. Fig. 7(a) is a transmission
network with three parity nodes. The switch SW1 is selected
to perform the XOR operation. In order to prevent SW1 from
undertaking too many computing tasks, we set a threshold for
switches as in the repair operation. The threshold indicates
the maximum number of update tasks a switch can undertake.
A switch that exceeds the threshold is considered busy and
can no longer take on new tasks. Unlike repair request, the
update request is small but the frequency is high. If each time
a client generates an update request, it accesses the controller
once to generate the transmission network and update the state
of switches, then the overhead of accessing controller cannot
be ignored. To solve this problem, we buffer the previous
update information on the client and set a validity period for
the buffer. During the validity period, the client updates the
same data block without accessing the controller. Moreover,
since a single update request is small, which imposes little
computational load on the switch, so it is not necessary to
update the state of switches every operation. The state can be
updated once in a validity period. When we find that a switch
is busy, we need to select another free switch to perform the
computing task. The scheduling strategy we adopt is to find
a new switch on the link between the updated data node and

the switch that is busy. For example, in Fig. 7(a), when SW1
is busy, we choose a new switch on the path SW1 → D1 .
The reason for this choice is that choosing any switch on this
path to perform XOR operations guarantees minimal network
traffic. In addition, we give priority to switches closer to SW1 ,
because computing at the network center can reduce more
update latency than computing at the edge. If all switches on
SW1 → D1 are not suitable, we will choose the data node to
calculate the delta. But unlike the delta-based update scheme,
the data node in NetUpdate only need to send a delta to the
corresponding switch, and then the switch forwards the delta
to each link in a broadcast manner. This means that NetUpdate
always guarantees that there are no bottleneck links.
In summary, the advantages of NetUpdate are reflected in
two aspects. First, when we move the compute operations
from a data node to a switch, the delta is generated directly
in the network. Sending deltas from the network to all parity
nodes has less latency than sending from a data node. Second,
NetUpdate broadcasts deltas so that each link in the network
only needs to transmit one delta and no new links need to
be added. This not only completely eliminates the network
bottleneck but also reduces the network traffic. Importantly,
these advantages of NetUpdate do not depend on network
topology. So, considering a more general network topology,
NetUpdate is still valid.
IV. E VALUATION
We conduct simulation-based experiments to extensively
evaluate the XORInc framework. Our evaluation reveals the
advantages of XORInc in improving repair/update performance and reducing network traffic.
A. Simulation Setup
In our experiments, we simulate a virtual network environment in which the SDN controller chooses floodlight-0.90 and
the switch is simulated using Open vSwitch 2.0.2. In order
to ensure the unification of the experimental environment,
the server is also generated by simulation. We generate 18
docker containers on a physical machine to build a distributed
storage system. The physical server has two quad-core 2.4GHz
Intel Xeon E5620 CPUs, 12GB DDR3 RAM, and two 1TB
SATA hard disks. The operation system running on the server
is Ubuntu 14.04, and the version of docker is 1.7.1. Each
container acts as a virtual server. All of these virtual servers,
locating in different racks, are connected via a 1Gb/s virtual
switch. To fairly evaluate the impact of network transfers, we
host the client on a single server that does not store any data,
so as to ensure that all data are always transmitted over the
network. In addition, there is also a single server performing
as the NameNode and RaidNode, with the rest acting as the
DataNode.
We use RandomTextWriter on HDFS-RAID to generate files
of different sizes according to the coding parameters. The file
is divided as data blocks with a fixed size. With the Jerasure
open source coding library, the k data blocks in one stripe
are encoded into n blocks, which are distributed to n different

racks. We configure 128MB block size and RS (5, 3) code.
In NetRepair and repair pipelining, we pipeline the repair of
a large data in small-size units. The default size of a unit is
64KB and we call it “read size”. In update operations, the
write request size is denoted as “write size”, which defaults
to 48KB. We vary one of the settings at a time and evaluate
its impact.
We use Open vSwitch to simulate a virtual switch, which
is only responsible for data forwarding between nodes and
communication with the SDN controller. We also create a
docker container to act as a computing node, which is directly
connected to the switch to provide computing power for the
switch. All data that need to be computed in the network is
forwarded by the switch to the computing node as it flows
through the switch. When the computing node completes the
calculation, the results are returned to the switch for further
forwarding. In order to make our simulation close enough to
real in-network computation, we need the link from the switch
to the computing node as fast as possible (this means that there
is a high bandwidth link from the switch to the computing
node), so that we can ignore the transmission overhead of
this link. Eventually, it achieves the same effect as when the
computations are performed locally on the switch. Therefore,
in our experiment, the bandwidth of the link from the switch to
the computing node is set to 10Gb/s, which is much larger than
the 1Gb/s bandwidth of other links. With such a simulation
framework, we conduct some tests. In these tests, we will
further explain the impact of this simulation on the test results.
B. Results of Repair Operation
In order to evaluate the performance of NetRepair, we implement the conventional repair scheme (denoted as “Conv”)
and repair pipelining (denoted as “RP”) as comparison
schemes and illustrate the advantages of NetRepair from two
aspects of repair time and network traffic.
Bottleneck bandwidth: In the conventional repair scheme,
the downlink of the client becomes a bottleneck link due
to the aggregation of data from multiple nodes. Fig. 9(a)
shows the repair time of 1GB data versus the bottleneck
bandwidth. It also plots the transmission time of directly
reading 1GB data (denoted as “Normal read”). It can be seen
that the transmission time is inversely proportional to the
bottleneck bandwidth. This is because the transmission process
is completely pipelined, and the time to read 1GB data entirely
depends on the bottleneck bandwidth. In the conventional
repair scheme where RS (5, 3) code is adopted, 3 GB data
needs to be transmitted on the bottleneck link, resulting in
the repair time being about 3 times that of the “Normal
read”. Both NetRepair and repair pipelining eliminate the
bottleneck link and their performance is close to the “Normal
read”. In NetRepair, the bandwidth between the switch and
the computing node is always 10Gb/s, and the amount of data
transmitted on this link is 3GB. Compared with other links that
transmit 1GB of data with 1GB/s bandwidth, this link will not
become the slowest part of the pipeline. In other words, even if
this link is added to the pipeline, it will not affect the overall
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of network traffic because it moves compute operations from
nodes to the network. Compared with the other two repair
solutions, the network traffic is reduced by 33%.
Coding parameters: Fig. 10(b) shows the network traffic
generated by repairing 1GB of data versus the coding parameters. Since the number of available blocks that need to
be read to repair a data block depends on the value of k,
we only change the value of k while keeping the value of r
unchanged in the test. The results show that as the value of k
increases, the network traffic generated by the three schemes
will increase. Repair pipelining and the conventional scheme
are always consistent, but the increase of NetRepair is only
half of the other two schemes. As k increases from 3 to 5, the
network traffic reduction of NetRepair increases from 33% to
41%, which exactly shows NetRepair is conducive to reduce
traffic. More specifically, The larger the k value is, the greater
advantage NetRepair has.
C. Results of Update Operation
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Fig. 10: Network traffic generated by repairing 1GB data with
the variation of read size and coding parameters.

performance. So, the results we measured in the simulation
environment are reasonable.
Read size: Fig. 9(b) shows the repair time of 1GB data
versus the read size. The smaller the read size is, the more read
requests the client sends out. NetRepair and repair pipelining
begin to show significant performance degradation when the
read size is small. This is because frequent interactions between devices introduce additional communication overhead.
As the read size increases, the repair time of the two schemes
is gradually reduced until they are stable. It is also worth
noting that the performance of “Conv” is independent of the
read size. This is because in the “Conv”, data is transmitted
directly from one end to the other, and no other nodes
participate in the transmission. Therefore, it is not necessary
to divide a data block into small-size units, and the packet
switching is sufficient to ensure that the data transmission
is completely pipelined. Compared with repair pipelining,
NetRepair not only achieves the optimal repair time but also
greatly reduces the network traffic. Fig. 10(a) shows the
network traffic generated by repairing 1GB of data versus the
read size. The test results are obtained by accessing the switch
using a REST API. It can be seen that the network traffic
generated by the repair pipelining is basically the same as the
conventional repair scheme. with 64KB read size, they repair
1GB of data and generate 6.05GB and 6.01GB network traffic,
respectively. As the read size decreases, the traffic generated
by the repair pipelining will increase slightly. This is mainly
due to the extra network transmission overhead caused by
too many read requests. NetRepair only generates 4.04GB

In order to evaluate the performance of NetUpdate, we
implement the conventional delta-based update scheme (denoted as “Conv”) as comparison schemes and illustrate the
advantages of NetUpdate from the two aspects of update time
and network traffic. All test results are obtained by updating
10MB data.
Bottleneck bandwidth: In the conventional delta-based update scheme, the uplink of the data node becomes a bottleneck
link because it needs to bear the burden of delta forwarding
for all parity nodes. Fig. 11(a) shows the update time versus
the bottleneck bandwidth. A total of the 10MB updated data
volume is divided into many 64KB write units so that the entire
update process is completely pipelined. The update time is
inversely proportional to the bottleneck bandwidth. The update
time of NetUpdate is always half of that of “Conv”. This
is because NetUpdate eliminates the bottleneck so that only
one delta is transmitted on each link, while two deltas on the
bottleneck link of “Conv”.
Write size: Fig. 11(b) shows the update time versus the
write size. The update time continues to decrease until the
write size grows to 48KB, and then remains stable as the size
increases. Since the total amount of updated data volume is
10MB, the smaller write unit it is, the more request number
it generates, which increases the transmission overhead.
Coding parameters: Fig. 12(a) shows the update time
versus the coding parameters. As r increases from 2 to 4,
the update time of conventional update scheme increases
significantly, while that of NetUpdate is almost unchanged.
When the value of r is 4, NetUpdate reduces the update time
by 74%. This is because in the conventional update scheme,
with the increase of parity node number, more deltas need to be
transmitted via the uplink of the data node. But in NetUpdate,
no matter how many parity nodes there are, only one delta
needs to be transmitted on each link. Fig. 12(b) shows the
network traffic versus the coding parameters. A larger value
of r increases the amount of network traffic generated by these
two schemes since more parity nodes need to be updated.
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However, the increased network traffic of NetUpdate is always
half of the conventional update scheme. When r increases from
2 to 4, the network traffic reduction of NetUpdate increases
from 17% to 30%.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Repair of erasure coding: There are many works that focus
on optimizing the repair performance of erasure coding of
which designing a new code is the most common approach.
LRC codes [7, 18] add local parity blocks to optimize singleblock repair. Rotated RS codes [17] require fewer data reads
and disk I/O to accelerate degraded read. Hitchhiker [16]
proposes a new stripe construction method to reduce both
bandwidth and disk I/O in repair operations. Regenerating
codes [19, 20] repair the lost data blocks by reading a
small amount of encoded data, thereby reducing network
transmission overhead. HACFS [22] uses two different erasure
codes to maintain a low storage overhead and improve the
repair performance. Another optimization direction is to design
new repair paths that are orthogonal to the design of new
erasure codes. PPR [26] decomposes a repair operation into
multiple partial operations to relieve transmission pressure
on the bottleneck link. The most closely related work to
NetRepair is repair pipelining [27], which proposes a chainstructured repair path to pipeline the repair and reduce the
repair time to almost the same as the normal read time. But
NetRepair not only achieves the optimal repair time but also
significantly reduces the network traffic introduced by repair
operations.

Update of erasure coding: Existing parity update solutions
mostly adopt delta-based updates to reduce disk I/O and network traffic. Parity logging [29] saves the disk read overhead
of parity blocks by storing deltas in a log and delaying the
updates until the log is full. CodFS [14] extends the parity logging by storing deltas in reserved log space next to the parity
chunks to reduce disk seeks in repair operations. T-Update [24]
designs a tree-structured update scheme to distribute update
traffic and utilize bandwidth across storage nodes. Neither does
T-Update achieve an optimal update performance nor does TUpdate reduce the amount of update traffic. It’s worth saying
that NetUpdate can achieve these two goals with in-network
computation and multicast.
In-network computation: In prior studies, in-network computation is widely used to enhance the performance of keyvalue stores. NetCache [32] leverages programmable switches
to cache hot data to effectively balance the load of the storage
system. IncBricks [33] combines programmable switches and
network accelerators to build an in-network caching fabric,
in which the network accelerators provide larger storage
space to improve the cache hit ratio. NetRS [34] enables
in-network replica selection for key-value stores to reduce
response latency. Compared with these applications of innetwork computation, XORInc mainly utilizes in-network
computation to improve the performance of erasure coding.
Moreover, XORInc brings less storage and computational
pressure to the programmable switches, and it only needs
the switches to perform XOR operations on the data flowing
through it.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We propose XORInc, an in-network computation framework
that supports XOR operations. With this framework, we design
new repair and update schemes to optimize the performance of
erasure coding. The new repair scheme NetRepair can make
the performance of the degraded read the same as the normal
read, while greatly reduces network traffic brought by the
degraded read. In addition, the update scheme NetUpdate can
also achieve an optimal update performance and generate as
little network traffic as possible. To the best of our knowledge,
we believe XORInc is the first work that uses in-network
computation to optimize erasure coding, and we plan to extend
this work on a real programmable switch in the future.
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